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CREATE DELICIOUS POPCORN OR NUT COMBINATIONS WITH THE WEST
BEND® KETTLE KRAZY™!
Interest in creating fun and inexpensive snacks at home has consumers looking to
the new West Bend® Kettle Krazy™ to satisfy
their popcorn and nut cravings! Enjoy healthy,
fun popcorn and nut snack creations. With
rising interest in nuts as a healthy snack
alternative, the West Bend® Kettle Krazy™ can
help you create both nut and popcorn recipes
with a single appliance! Research has
recognized that eating nuts can be part of a
healthy diet, and adding popcorn is a great, low
calorie way to a new treat combination. Or, if
fun at home is your goal, create taste-tempting pecan caramel popcorn clusters or
toffee-glazed nuts in your West Bend® Kettle Krazy™!
With the ability to pop popcorn, roast, glaze or toast nuts in the same appliance,
the Kettle Krazy™ provides a combination that is both easy and convenient to use.
The motorized stir rod gently tumbles nuts with a heat setting tailored for the task.
Watch through the clear cover as it glazes or roasts nuts to perfection. The
separate setting for popcorn stirs and pops a maximum of 6 quarts of popcorn,
served right in the clear cover/bowl combination.
Glazing nuts, creating snacks and popping popcorn is now the domain of one
appliance! Use it with nut and popcorn glazes available from Focus Electrics, or let
your imagination loose with the tasty recipes provided. Fun at home has never
been easier than with the Kettle Krazy™ by West Bend®.
®

Founded in 1911, West Bend is among the most recognized small appliance brands. It is known by
consumers worldwide for its quality products and service, and is located in West Bend, Wisconsin. Focus
Electrics, LLC is a subsidiary of Focus Products Group, LLC, a growth-oriented holding company based
out of Vernon Hills, Illinois. Focus Products Group, LLC has other such notable brands as Back to Basics
®
®
®
®
®
Products , Jerdon , Amco Houseworks , Chicago Metallic , and Swing-A-Way .
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